Designing TEL products for poor comprehenders: evidences from the evaluation of TERENCE
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Abstract. Developing the capabilities to read and comprehend texts is fundamental for the development of children and for their full participation in society. The FP7 European project TERENCE faced the problem of poor text comprehenders and created the first adaptive learning system for text comprehension for primary school children. The paper, after a brief introduction to the research problem behind TERENCE and an overview of the system, reports on the findings of four round of evaluations aimed at assessing both the usability and the psycho-pedagogical effectiveness of the system, and report them as hints useful for researchers and designers.
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1 Introduction

For all children, developing the capabilities to comprehend written texts is key to their development as young adults. From the age of 7–8 until the age of 11, children develop as independent readers. Nowadays, more and more children in that age range turn out to be poor (text) comprehenders: they demonstrate difficulties in deep text comprehension, such as integrating distant information in texts. The comprehension process may be stimulated by educational intervention carried out by primary school educators; experiments show that inference-making questions centred on a number of identified skills, together with adequate visual aids, are pedagogically effective in fostering deep comprehension of stories. While traditionally the psycho-pedagogical intervention is carried out by primary school educators by means of paper-based learning material, the advent of Learning Management Systems opened new possibility with respect to the support to both teachers and learners.

Generally speaking, a Learning Management System (LMS) is a suite of functionalities designed to deliver, track, report on and manage learning content, learners' progress and learners' interactions, applying to very simple course management systems, or highly complex enterprise-wide, distributed environments.
Anyhow, despite extensive implementation in a number of educational contexts, LMSs continue to be little more than a support tool for education that does not allow for the automation of the educational process. With the aim of solving this shortcoming in current LMS, a great deal of focus has been placed on research related to Adaptive Learning Systems (ALS's), able to tailor their behavior to the individual learner [1]. To achieve this adaptation capability the conceptual model of an ALS [2] is usually made up of:

- a **model component** describing (1) the student relevant information *(Student Model)*, (2) the repository of the learning material *(Domain Model)*, (3) the description of the user hardware/software skill/capabilities *(Environment Model)*, (4) the inferential rules that, given the previous models, provide the actual adaptation *(Adaptation Model)*,

- an **engine component** that actually personalises the learning process *(Adaptation Engine)*.

As to the former point, different aspects of user modelling have been studied independently from various different viewpoints. Aside from distribution, scalability and performance aspects [3] as well as context information [4], the principal motivations for the development of user models are (i) to characterise an individual user and (ii) to have a generic representation of different types of users and their learning styles. The former approach has received greater attention in research and proof-of-concept implementations. For instance, the KBS-Hyperbook [5] and TRAILS projects [6] base their modelling on (reasoning over) logged user actions. In the AHA! project [7], user actions are not typically logged but are immediately translated into higher-level user model information. There are, however, few ontologies described in literature, the primary ontology being the generic user model GUMO [8] and another more specific in the TERENCE project [9, 10]. There is also a great deal of research on different learning models for students and how these models are closely related to the characteristics of each student and their surroundings and characteristics (e.g., age, country, culture, gender).

With regard to engines, different developmental techniques have been proposed (e.g., intelligent analysis of the learner's solutions, interactive problem-solving support, and example-based problem solving), each of which related to artificial intelligence. The works in [11, 12, 13] are particularly relevant since they are tailored to the specific needs of their users in order to be pedagogically effective.

Nowadays, a few Adaptive Learning Systems (ALSs) promote reading interventions. However, existing ALSs are developed for old children or adults, and not specifically for younger poor comprehenders. Filling this gap was the main intent of the TERENCE project (www.terenceproject.eu). TERENCE was an FP7 EU multidisciplinary project that developed the first intelligent ALS for primary-school children in the 7-11 years range and their educators. The system presents to children adequate digital stories, organised into difficulty categories and collected into books, along with instructional smart games for reasoning about stories. The presentation of the learning material is actually organised as a cognitive stimulation designed by the neuro-psychologists involved in the project, also according to organisational constraints set by the schools [14].
In such a context, this paper summarises the main evidences related to the system evaluation, in terms of both usability and psycho-pedagogical effectiveness, achieved during the design process through formative evaluation and at the end of the project through summative evaluation (not reported in any previous publication on TERENCE). The paper hence contributes to the general discourse centred around children-oriented design&evaluation and provides experimental data on children’s abilities as addition to interaction design ingredients of Technology-Enhanced Learning products in general and specifically for poor comprehenders.

The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the problem by discussing prevalence along with cognitive and metacognitive difficulties of poor comprehenders. Section 3 briefly summarises the main features of the TERENCE system in terms of architectural model, stimulation plan and learners’ interaction environment. Section 4 reports on evidences gained through evaluations of the interaction environment and the stimulation plan, conducted in parallel. Finally, in Section 5, a discussion about the reported evidence is positioned within the general discourse on children-oriented system evaluation and conclusions are drawn.

2 The problem: cognitive difficulties of poor comprehenders

Reading is a complex cognitive activity that transforms print to speech and print to meaning through a negotiation of meaning between the text and its reader, as an activity of problem solving [15]. According to the “Simple View of Reading”, first articulated by Gough and Tunmer, reading is a multidimensional process, including decoding and comprehension [16]. The two abilities are correlated and take time to develop: children become skilled and independent reader around 7-11 years old [17]. However, while most children learn to read and spell with very little explicit instruction, many learners experience two very different forms of reading problems, namely decoding difficulties and reading comprehension difficulties [18], thus failing to reach functional levels of reading (for example, in the United States, about 2.6 million children aged 6-11 years have a learning disability [19]). Actually, decoding and comprehension skills, although correlated, depend on different cognitive and linguistic skills [20] and thus researchers classify poor readers in poor decoders and poor comprehenders, who show distinct cognitive and linguistic profiles [21]. Poor decoders, often defined as dyslexics, have difficulties with learning to read fluently, yet manage to comprehend what read reasonably well [22]. Poor comprehenders read words and sentences accurately, fluently and at age-appropriate levels, but have serious difficulty understanding what they have read [23].

There are many different experimental assessments that purport to measure reading comprehension in children. However, in order to ensure that a child has a specific deficit in reading comprehension, it is important to obtain, as far as is possible, independent assessments of the decoding and the comprehension. For instance, the Neale Analysis of Reading Ability - NARA [24] has been used widely in the UK in studies where measures of both word decoding accuracy and reading comprehension are required [25]. In Italy, decoding (the correctness and the speed) and reading comprehension were independently assessed with the MT standardized tests [26], the
most commonly used psychometric Italian instrument to measure these factors [27]. In detail, for measuring comprehension, the child is asked to read a story and answer a set of questions. The comprehension variable reflects the number of correct answers readers select from a list of alternate choices: the higher the score, the better the comprehension. The child performances are compared with the score reported in the conversion tables for the Italian population and can be classified as normal or as risk condition in the comprehension. More precisely, depending on the class and on the score, a child can be assigned to one of the following clusters: “Need for immediate intervention” (NI), “Attention is needed” (AN), “Sufficient performance” (SP), “Complete performance” (CP). If a child belongs to one of the first two clusters, he/she can be considered as a poor comprehender. According to such assessments, more and more children of 7-11 years old turn out to be poor comprehenders [28].

According to studies, an aspect that may affect text comprehensions is the ability to hear. For example, poor comprehenders without hearing impairments comprise up to 10% of 7-11 years-old in UK schools [29]. The estimate dramatically increases when the whole population of young deaf people is considered. According to Wauters, Van Bon, and Tellings, only 19% out of 504 hearing impaired 7-20 olds showed reading comprehension scores above the third grade level [30]. The children's comprehension of spoken texts is poor [31] and their ability to produce coherent narratives is impaired [32]. In general, hearing and deaf poor comprehenders show relatively age-appropriate word recognition skills [30], but text comprehension difficulties become apparent when children need to answer questions that require more than recall of simple facts of the text [33]. They also have difficulties in using cohesive markers that signal relations in text. They are poor at making inferences when reading and listening to language and coherently integrating information from different parts of a text [34]. They also have great difficulty in identifying errors and inconsistencies in texts, which are taken as an indication of difficulties in active metacognitive processes, such as comprehension monitoring [35]. Further studies have shown that these differences in reasoning skills cannot be attributed to differences in general knowledge [36], but as for deaf children, a lack of the vocabulary and grammar knowledge used in texts may also affect text comprehension [37]. Deaf students spend more time on reading than their hearing peers, however taking more time to read, not reading more materials [38]. Indeed, it is well documented that deaf children generally achieve lower levels of reading attainment in comparison to their hearing peers [39]. In particular, Wauters et al., showed that reading comprehension scores of deaf children were far below the scores of hearing children [30].

The inability to understand what they have read is a major obstacle for student to learning. This has huge costs for the people affected and also for wider society: reading difficulties may have long-term educational, social and economic consequences and increase the risk of developing psychological and emotional problems [40] and can persist for a lifetime [41]. Early recognition, evidence based on evaluation, and treatments are necessary to achieve the best possible outcome.
3 An overview on the TERENCE system

To guide the design and development of the TERENCE system, we followed an iterative user-centred design approach [42] mixed with evidence-based design [43] which stresses the role of empirical evidence gathered from experts in order to attain pedagogical effectiveness. The main idea behind TERENCE is that the stimulation by the system integrates with the traditional stimulation by teachers, while taking into account the individual learner’s skills, styles and profiles.

The TERENCE system is developed as an ALS (the latest release is available at http://hixwg.univaq.it/terence/3rd-release/). The model component is structured as follows:

1. the student model contains all demographic information on learners along with logs about reading and playing activities (e.g., stories chosen while interacting with the ALS and performances related to the smart games, such as correct answers and mistakes);

2. the domain model (i.e., the repository of learning material) includes stories and associated smart games, and accessory material: stories, organized in books, are ordered and actually written into four different versions with increased cognitive difficulty [44]; instructional smart games are of three types: factual (e.g., “guess who did something”), temporal (e.g., “what happened before/after this event?”) and causal (e.g., “what caused this?,” “which is the effect of this?”). Figure 2 illustrates two cases of factual and temporal games (for more information about the instructional smart games used in TERENCE we refer to [45]); the accessory material includes elements designed in order to make the learning experience appealing, such as avatars available for the children, cards illustrating the characters of the books, relaxing games that can be played by children after the stimulation for entertainment and relaxing purposes;

3. the environment model contains information about learners’ technological skills (though traditionally distinct, in TERENCE the environment model and the student model are actually integrated from an implementation point of view);

4. the adaptation model includes rules that associate learners with the correct versions of stories and smart games, according to their comprehension level.

The engine component is implemented as a rule-based expert system that, according to the rules of the adaptation model and the information in the other models [46], provides a learning experience adaptive in terms of lists of the available avatars, ordered according to the child gender, books, depending on the child age, proper story versions and smart games, challenging for the child, but not too difficult [10].

As to the psycho-pedagogical stimulation plan, according to the advice of the experts of the project, in TERENCE we adopted the constructivist pedagogical approach arguing that “learning takes place in contexts” [47] and suggesting the ideas of “training via iterations” and of “rewarding structures” [48]. Accordingly, the system is conceived so to integrate in regular school activities, and its stimulation plan is inspired by a traditional teaching strategy including reading the story and analyzing the text via inference-making question answering. In TERENCE the
stimulation plan is implemented via learning sessions (two or three per week) mirroring a customary warm-up, peak, and relaxing phases structure, composed of reading and playing activities; specifically: (1) reading a story, silently – warm-up, (2) resolving related smart games for analyzing the story – peak, and, finally, (3) playing with other games able to relax the learners according to their performances in the previous step – relaxing. Figures 1 and 2 provide a flavor of the learner’s experience.

---

Fig. 1. Sample screenshots from the TERENCE system related to reading activities: (a) browsing the characters’ list; (b) reading a story episode. All displays are based on a simple common template including system communication on the left (carried on by means of an avatar) and interaction with content in the main area. Stories are structured as sequence of illustrated episodes presented according to a focus+context carousel pattern that allows children to focus on single episodes while maintaining a global vision on the whole story and on the order of episodes [14].

---

Fig. 2. Sample screenshots from the TERENCE system related to playing activities: (a) a factual game – who game; (b) a temporal game – before-after game. The content area of all games is divided into three portions: a lower bar displaying three cards corresponding to the three possible choices, a middle area displaying the question to be answered, and an upper part depending on the specific games. In all cases the interaction is based on “drag&drop”: the child has to select the card corresponding to the correct answer and drag it into specific elements of the upper part.
4 Evidences from the evaluation of the TERENCE system

As pointed out in [49], educational systems have to provide curricular materials (e.g., books in TERENCE) and assessment strategies, not to be confused with “evaluation”: while evaluation refers to the system, assessment refers to learners, judging their performances in terms of the psycho-pedagogical outcomes. In an adaptive learning system, like TERENCE, assessment is a core concept of the system itself, while what is to be evaluated, then, is the psycho-pedagogical effectiveness of the system strategy, i.e., the educational value of the system. This has to be done within the context of an iterative design, thus including formative evaluation throughout the entire project and summative evaluation to be done when the system ‘goes live’ [50]. The design is in fact conducted as a “test and make changes” process, according to formative evaluation, which is “user testing with the goal of learning about the design to improve its next iteration” [51]. After formative evaluation and iterative design are complete, a final summative evaluation serves to document the effectiveness of the design and justify its use by learners and teachers [49].

In both cases, evaluation must pay attention first to usability, and second to learning outcomes: if students cannot use the system, they certainly will not learn through its use [49]. Usability is evaluated according to customary methods [52], while for evaluation of learning outcomes a variety of quantitative and qualitative techniques are commonly used [53].

Table 1. The TERENCE project evaluations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evaluation Characteristics</th>
<th>Issues</th>
<th>Release (Month)</th>
<th>Involved Users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st expert-based</td>
<td>Usability Curricular material (stories, books and illustrations).</td>
<td>Prototypes (March 2012)</td>
<td>about 10 domain experts of text comprehension and interaction design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formative Qualitative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April-May 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st user-based</td>
<td>Usability Learning outcomes</td>
<td>1st release (June 2012)</td>
<td>about 170 learners deaf and hearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formative Qualitative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June-Sept 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd expert-based</td>
<td>Smart Games revision and production</td>
<td>2nd release (September 2012)</td>
<td>about 10 domain expert of pedagogy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formative Qualitative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 2011-Jan 2012</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd user-based</td>
<td>Usability Learning outcomes</td>
<td>3rd release (March 2013)</td>
<td>About 830 learners deaf and hearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summative Qualitative &amp; Quantitative</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March-June 2013</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Thus, according to the state-of-the-art, evaluating TERENCE required assessing both its usability and the psycho-pedagogical effectiveness (Sections 4.1 and 4.2 highlight evidences coming from the two evaluations, while Section 4.3 highlights the relation between them). More specifically, the evaluation articulated in two expert-based evaluations and two user-based evaluations: the expert-based evaluations involved domain experts of (poor) text comprehension and human computer interaction; the two user-based evaluations involved about 170 and 830 users respectively. Table 1 offers a synoptic view of the entire TERENCE project evaluation: the first column specifies the characteristics of the evaluation (expert-based/user-based, formative/summative, qualitative/quantitative), the second and third column specify the issues and the release under evaluation, respectively, and finally the last column indicates the number of users involved (we notice that figures related to formative user-based evaluation fulfill the prescription from Bailey, who calculated that to be 90% confident of finding usability problems that will affect 99% of users requires about 112 representative test participants [54]).

4.1 Evidences coming from the usability evaluations

As described in Table 1, the usability evaluations were performed via two expert-based evaluations and two user-based evaluations. The main goals of these four usability evaluations have been:

- Examining if the issues raised during evaluation at stage \(I\) were satisfactorily fixed in the TERENCE release at evaluation at stage \(i+1\);
- Examining the quality of the interaction;
- Assessing the satisfaction of the learners in using the system and the interest in using it.

In particular, during the expert-based evaluation, experts evaluated if the interface (i) followed the general visual design guidelines, (ii) well supported users, and (iii) provided appropriate feedback. During the user-based evaluation, investigators examined users performing the main tasks of the TERENCE systems, reported in Table 2.

Table 2. The tasks evaluated during the TERENCE project evaluations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task order</th>
<th>Task Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Accessing the system via the login page</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Choosing an avatar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Choosing a book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Choosing a story in the spatial map of the book</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Browsing and reading the cards of characters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Browsing and reading a story</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Browsing and playing with smart games</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Browsing and playing with relaxing games</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The people involved in the user-based evaluations were real users; in particular, as shown in Table 1, during the 1st user-based evaluation people involved were about 170 and during the 2nd user-based evaluation were involved about 830 users. Different methods were used: heuristics evaluation and cognitive walkthrough for the expert-based evaluation and direct observation and controlled experiment for user-based evaluations [52]. During the user-based evaluations qualitative data were thus gathered as follows:

- Via direct observations, e.g., of facial expressions, and by tracking comments per post (that means per user) using a structured schema. At the end of the week, the supervisor tutors made a summary of the overall gathered schema.
- Via inquiry (indirect questions to children) at critical points, e.g., if the child explicitly asked for help, if the child seemed lost, if the child seemed upset.

Quantitative data were gathered during the 2nd user-based evaluation, when the last prototype went live. The quantitative data gathered through log files were:

- The story titles chosen by learners;
- For the reading task, the start and end time for reading the selected book;
- For each game instance, the time for its resolution before the game was over.

Results and evidences are reported considering the goals defined so far. First of all, we report the evidences come up during the expert-based evaluation and the evidences per each task performed by learners (see Table 3 and 4) during the two user-based evaluations analysing both qualitative and quantitative data (in-depth detailed discussions on evaluations and their findings can be found in the project deliverables [55, 56, 57, 58]).

**Table 3.** The tasks evaluated during the TERENCE project evaluations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Description</th>
<th>Evidences Gathered during the evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accessing the system via log-in page</td>
<td>a) Children loved human presence and animation of the visual page; in general, the login page was appreciated from the graphical viewpoint.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) In general, 7-year olds children needed assistance in inserting login data.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choosing avatars</td>
<td>a) In general, male learners chose the male avatars; female learners chose the female avatars.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) In general, no children had problem in browsing avatars using both carousel effect and/or arrows.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>c) Children were in general interested in avatars, but for none in particular—learners changed avatar choices across sessions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>d) Children appreciated the role of the avatar—discovering the chosen avatar in all the pages of the TERENCE was very exciting for children, especially when the avatar was happy after a successful game play.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>e) The majority of children considered very nice to browse through avatars using the carousel effect.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>f) During the small-scale evaluation, the relation between avatar and points resulted not clear.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choosing Books</td>
<td>a) Children appreciated the layout and the carousel effect to browse books.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>b) Children reported that in the first prototype of TERENCE, the font used for the book title (below 10 points) was too small.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Choosing stories

a) Children appreciated the use of a spatial map for choosing stories of a book.
b) In general children reported that in the first prototype of TERENCE, the font used for the story titles was too small (below 10 points).

Browsing and reading the cards of characters

a) Children appreciated the layout and the carousel effect to browse cards.
b) Older children seemed more interested in reading cards than younger one.
c) During the small-scale evaluation, the information about the characters was not easily readable due to the fact that the used font was too small (below 10 points).
d) During the small-scale evaluation, cards resulted too numerous (about 20), for these reason in the last prototype of TERENCE cards were associated to the chosen story and not the chosen book (the number of cards reduced to about 10).
e) During the large-scale evaluation, some children said that it is boring to always read the same cards—due to system constraints, cards are the same for all the stories of a book.
f) During the large-scale evaluation the cards were read only during the first 2 weeks, afterwards they were completely skipped.

Browsing and reading stories

a) Deaf children first read then looked at images for fixing in mind what they had read.
b) Story plots were generally judged funny and creative, instructive and with a deep meaning.
c) In general children liked the illustration style.
d) The majority of younger children complained about the font size or the type of font (below 10 points); the main difficulties emerged with 7 year olds—in those cases, children often used the finger as pointer to hold the sign while reading and they read aloud, as typical of their age.
e) All children watched closely illustrations, and complained when they noticed any perceived incoherence between the story text and its illustration.

Understanding story illustrations

a) Some children complained about incoherencies between story texts and illustrations or badly resized images.
b) Some older children judged complaints of too small fonts (below 10 points) or not nice font type illustrations good for younger children.
c) Many deaf children complained about lack of vivid colours, and the characters being always the same or the illustrations not being realistic.
d) Many deaf children complained about lack of sufficiently visible page number.

Navigating the system

a) In general, children appreciated the layout and the carousel effect to browse objects.

Browsing and playing with smart games

See Table 4.

Browsing and playing with relaxing games

a) Learners complained about the fact that the games were not contextualised with the latest read story.
b) Learners asked to add more relaxing games.
c) Due to few bugs, learners were sometimes unable to spend all the points they gained to play with relaxing games.
d) Almost all types of relaxing games were appreciated; a qualitative ranking for relaxing game placed monkey at the first position, then slice the fruit, diamonds, find the differences and, finally, find the way.
Table 4. The smart game playing task.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Playing smart Games subcategories</th>
<th>Evidences Gathered during the evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Choices                           | a) Children easily used captions, they resulted usable, no problems emerged  
|                                   | b) Children had no problems in managing time and causality game choices  
|                                   | c) Children had no problems in understanding if the choices were available to move or not  
|                                   | d) Children appreciated the grey-out effect for highlighting the unavailable choices  
| Interaction modalities            | a) Children had no problems in using the drag and drop  
|                                   | b) In general, children appreciated the easily affordance of all games  
| Feedback                          | a) Many deaf children complained about the time for responding to smart games; they found it too fast;  
|                                   | b) When the solution feedback appears, children noted it, and were interested in understanding what was the correct solution (e.g., deaf children complained when it disappeared without allowing them to read it);  
|                                   | c) In general children appreciated the consistency and explanatory feedback that resulted in general clear.  
| Points and instructions           | a) Children in general paid attention to points, because they learned that points give them extra coins and time for playing with relaxing games;  
|                                   | b) In general, male learners were interested in their score, they told everybody about the points they gained upon returning in their classroom;  
|                                   | c) In general, both male and female children remember their total scores and, in the very few cases in which the system lost score information, children were very sad;  
|                                   | d) During the small-scale evaluation instructions in general, and game instruction in particular, were not read or not sufficiently clear;  
|                                   | e) During the small-scale evaluation points were not noticed or not sufficiently clear.  
| User satisfaction                 | g) During the large-scale evaluation instruction resulted in general clear, thanks to the system tutorial introduced in the last release;  
|                                   | a) During the large-scale evaluation children loved the visual metaphors of the feedback;  
|                                   | b) In general, children asked for more relaxing games;  
|                                   | c) At the end of the project, during the large-scale evaluation, children asked to play TERENCE at home, to conclude reading “their” TERENCE book;  
| Times performance                 | a) Times for reading and playing decrease while using the system;  
|                                   | b) The learner precision in resolving games increases in time  

4.2 Evidences coming from the psycho-pedagogical effectiveness evaluations

This section describes the psycho-pedagogical data collected during the large-scale evaluation among hearing students in Italy and the related research findings. The study was carried out in 3 months (March/June 2013). The sample of participants, summarised in Table 5, was made up of three schools, the Comprehensive Institute “Mazzini-Fermi” of Avezzano, the Comprehensive Institute “Fontamara” of Pescina,
made up of three complexes, named “Pescina Centro”, “Pescina Oriente” and “Cerchio”, and the Comprehensive Institute “Roccasinibalda” of Rieti. The experimental group was made up of the Comprehensive Institute “Mazzini-Fermi” of Avezzano and the complex of “Pescina Centro”. The other complexes of “Pescina Oriente” and “Cerchio” did not participate in the TERENCE stimulation plan because of Internet connectivity issues, as well as limits of time and resources. They played with other challenging activities. However, during the pre-evaluation all children were tested. The control group was made up of the Comprehensive Institute “Roccasinibalda” of Rieti. In the experiment design, the experimental group used TERENCE together with standard school activities, while the control group only performed standard school activities. Inclusion criteria was all students 7-11 aged, while exclusion criteria were inadequate knowledge of Italian language, lack of informed consent, or diseases/health conditions that did not allow the assessment of reading performances. Table 5 summarizes the number of the Italian hearing participants during the large scale evaluation and the available data for each group.

Table 5. Number of the Italian hearing participants during the large scale evaluation and the available data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School/complex</th>
<th>Participants</th>
<th>Available data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C.I. “Mazzini-Fermi” of Avezzano</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>Pre/post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.I. “Fontamara” of Pescina</td>
<td>186</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Pescina Centro”</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>Pre/post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Oriente”</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• “Cerchio”</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Pre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C.I. “Roccasinibalda” of Rieti</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>Pre/post</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The aims of this evaluation were to investigate (i) a pre/post difference in the experimental group and in the single schools that made up of the experimental group, (ii) a pre/post difference of the experimental group and the single schools with respect to a control group, (iii) whether a different effect can be identified in poor comprehenders that in good comprehenders, and (iv) the prevalence of poor comprehenders among all Italian sample and their socio-demographic characteristics. In the following, we report the results of the aforementioned research aims wrt (i), (ii) and (iii), while for issue (iv) we refer to [59, 60]. We notice that, as to psycho-pedagogical effectiveness, evidences coming from the studies of deaf learners are not reported here, since the findings are still under evaluation (the data and a preliminary analisis are delivered in [57]).

(i) Investigate a pre/post difference in the experimental group and in the single schools that made up of the experimental group. As for the first objective we considered the students of Avezzano and “Pescina Centro”. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test [61] was used to investigate the pre/post difference. The complex “Pescina Centro” of Comprehensive Institute “Fontamara” had 14 students that resulted poor comprehenders at the pre evaluation and only 6 (8.82%) at the post evaluation. The difference is statistically significant (p<0.0001). The school “Mazzini-Fermi” of Avezzano had 15 students (5.91%) that resulted poor comprehenders at the beginning of the intervention, and only 2 (0.79%) at the end of the intervention. The difference
was statistically significant ($p=0.0234$). For the whole experimental group, 29 students (9.01%) were poor-comprehenders at the test and only 8 (2.50%) at the re-test. The difference was statistically significant ($p<0.0001$). So, as for the second objective, the analysis showed that TERENCE stimulation plan significantly improved comprehension in the experimental group and in the single schools that made up of the experimental group.

(ii) Investigate a pre/post difference of the experimental group and the single schools with respect to a control group. As for the second objective we included the control group in the analysis and we used an analysis of variance for repeated measures test [61]. In detail, we used the group as the between factor (experimental vs control group) and time (pre vs post) as the within factor. With respect to comprehension score, the control group was more homogeneous to “Pescina Centro” than to Avezzano, since the average of the comprehension variable, at the pre-test (i.e., 7.67), is closer to “Pescina Centro” (7.61) than to “Avezzano” (8.56). A one-way ANOVA confirmed that only “Pescina Centro” was not different to “Roccasinibalda”. Consequently, we focus on the comparison only of “Pescina Centro” with the control group. The analysis showed that the improvement in reading comprehension in “Pescina Centro” vs “Roccasinibalda” is statistically significant ($p<0.0001$). So, as for the second objective, TERENCE improves reading comprehension also in comparison with a control group.

(iii) Investigate whether a different effect can be identified in poor-comprehenders that in good-comprehenders. As for the third objective, we considered the average values of the comprehension variable for poor comprehenders and for good comprehenders, as in the pre- and the post-tests in the total experimental group. The analysis showed that, despite the larger increase in the poor comprehension group than in the good comprehension group (0.56 vs 0.06), such a difference was not statistically significant ($p=0.3665$). So, in summary, TERENCE can be used by both poor and good comprehenders.

4.3 The relationship between psycho-pedagogical effectiveness and usability evaluations of the TERENCE system

This section describes the results that came out from the merge of usability and effectiveness data during the large-scale evaluation in the complex of “Pescina Centro” (this school was the only one, among all recruited in Italy, who gave the authorisation to combine the usability data with the psycho-pedagogical data). As for usability, we investigated the following variables: (i) number of stories read, (ii) number of episodes read, (iii) average reading time, i.e., the total amount of reading time (in seconds) divided by the number of the episodes read, (iv) number of smart games played, (v) average playing time, i.e., the total amount of time (in seconds) spent in smart games divided by the number of the smart games played by a learner, (vi) difficulty level (1, 2 3, or 4) of the story assigned to each child by the system according to his/her level of comprehension at the end of intervention, (vii) precision in the smart games, which indicates the number of the smart games correctly resolved divided by the number of the smart games played by a learner. As
for psycho-pedagogical effectiveness, the average comprehension score at the re-test (CE), after TERENCE stimulation plan, was analysed. To examine whether usability data may predict psycho-pedagogical results, a multivariate linear regression was used [61]. The analysis indicated an association between the average comprehension score at the re-test and the measure of the precision in the smart games (p=0.015). So, precision in smart games is linearly related to the average comprehension score at the re-test. Even though, we cannot state that the prediction is reliable, since the $R^2$ value is quite low ($R^2=0.1773$).

The results coming out from the merge of usability and effectiveness data showed that precision in smart games might predict comprehension at the end of the intervention, but that this prediction is not reliable. This result may be explained by the fact that the sample was not large enough. Another possible explanation is that – as qualitative data analysis for usability testing showed – some children with comprehension problems read more than once the same story, learned the solutions of the smart games, replied them in the successive interactions with TERENCE, without actually having comprehended the story, only to quickly move to the relaxing games. For them, therefore, we may have experienced high precision values, without an actual improvement in comprehension. It is also possible that – simply – the precision is not an indicator enough sensible and/or specific to predict comprehension problems. Further studies are needed regarding the combination of usability and psycho-pedagogical data in a larger sample, so to verify whether TERENCE can be used also as a system for detecting reading comprehension problems.

5 Discussion and conclusions

In this paper we presented some results of TERENCE, a multidisciplinary project aimed at designing the first ALS specifically conceived to support 7-11 poor text comprehenders. The TERENCE solution, shaped around the concept of repeated interaction experience and consistent with consolidated pedagogical approaches built on question-based games, is based on a visual interaction environment where children read stories and play smart and relaxing games. In particular, differently from previous publications discussing aspects related to other aspects of the system (its architecture, the psycho-pedagogical issues and the interaction environment), this paper presented the findings of four rounds of evaluations aimed at assessing the interaction environment and the psycho-pedagogical effectiveness. Such findings were reported as evidences come out during evaluations and are further discussed in the following as a contribute to the discourse going on among researchers about design and evaluation of children-oriented applications.

Ideally, one should be able to turn evaluation evidences into specific guidelines for children-oriented guidelines, also according to the design science approach [62] that underlines the dual role of theories in the design: not only do they constitute the ground of an artifact construction, but they should also be the outcome of the design process. Knowledge and understanding of a problem domain and its solution should hence be achieved by the building and the application of artifacts. However it has to be said that, as discussed also in [63, pp. 361-362], when talking about children the
translation from experimental data to guidelines raises difficulties that designers do not experience when designing for adults, for a number of reasons: first of all, since children are a moving target, rapidly learning and rapidly changing their cognitive, sensory and motor skills, with greater variability for younger children, longitudinal studies should be necessary to understand how children change in their interactions with technology as they get older; furthermore, guidelines may shortly become obsolete since children in one decade tend to have more experiences with ICT devices than children from the previous decade. Anyhow, as discussed also by Hourcade [63], it is crucial that designers report on their findings even when they cannot provide immediate guidelines or recommendations for interaction design, to contribute to the maturation of the field, to open discussions and to avoid possible inconsistencies in guidelines and design principles.

One such case is the comparison between click-move-click and drag&drop techniques, with contrasting results and suggestions in the literature about their use, with reference to both the children age and the distance involved by the task (see, e.g., [64, 65] and [63, pp. 323-325]. In our case, as reported in the findings of Tables 3 and 4, in all user-based evaluations and for all tasks not only we did not detect any problem in the use of drag&drop techniques, but we also realized that the attention required by the use of the technique had the positive effect of making children maintain a correct level of concentration while using the system, with consequent better results on the learning side.

Another interesting observation from our findings is related to the relationship that children engage with avatars: differently from adult-oriented games where avatars are considered mostly as a personification of the player, in the children case the avatar was considered as a person distinct from the child, a kind of “helping character” acting as a surrogate of the teacher (usability evaluation, in fact, showed a high level of stress when children felt to be left alone with the system). For this reason we assigned to the avatar a conversational behaviour, providing instructions, suggestions and rewards in case of correct answers.

A third detected evidence deserving additional comment is the fact the children regularly complained about even minimal incoherencies between the text and the associated illustrations. Considered that according to the dual-code theory [66] both verbal association and visual imagery – processed differently and separately along distinct channels in the human mind – can be used to represent information and to master learned material, a consequent observation is that particular attention has to be paid on the pairing among verbal and pictorial information so that they can re-inforce each other in the learning process.

As a final remark, it has to be underlined that, as many other contemporary applications, learning environments belong to the so-called 3rd paradigm of the HCI, which, differently from 2nd paradigm systems based on the metaphor of “interaction as information communication”, views the interaction as a form of “meaning making” [67]. Measures of success cannot be then based (only) on effectiveness and efficiency of information transfer or on the fit between the user and the system; researchers have to investigate what are the politics and the values of the system and how are supported in the design. In our case we then assessed both the usability and the educational value of the system, treating these two aspects – and their evaluation – as tightly integrated. In TERENCE, as to the educational value, the analysis showed that the
stimulation plan significantly improved comprehension in the experimental group and in the single schools that made up of the experimental group, that TERENCE improved reading comprehension also in comparison with a control group, and that improved comprehension both in poor and good comprehenders.
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